Jane Skellett - freelance - 'Language4Life'
"Mind, Body & Soul - Descartes' Error"

A dynamic interactive workshop exploring the theories and practice of Canadian educationist, Kieran Egan, and his stages of 'Individual Development & the Curriculum'. What do these mean for the development of meaningful language learning in the 21st century, and particularly in connection with CLIL? Are you mostly 'Mythic'? Or do relish the full 'Ironic'? - Come and find out!

Jane is an educationist, researcher and animateur with the 'Language4Life' project, combining community arts practices in a wide range of international educational settings, following 25 years in main stream teaching and advisory. A member of the SWWJ (Society of Women Writers & Journalists), she is also a writer and performance poet, author of 'Learning to Read & Reading to Learn', and children's picture books concerned with mental health & disability. She is passionate about the eternally relevant values of the 'walking-into-the-desert-with-a-stick' methods of teaching, as we all adapt to the challenges of the digital classroom.